MOTUL® Express Shine efficiently degreases the car bodywork thanks to its active formulation without rinsing. It removes the greasy film, tars and other residues without any risk for the car body. Effectively degreases the entire body thanks to its active formulation without water. Particularly recommended to obtain the appearance of new on colors which tend to tarnish. Highlights paints and leave a bright finish. Ideal for application between two vehicle washes. To be used without rinsing.

MOTUL® Express Shine removes road film, tar traces and other residues without risk for the bodywork. Quickly degreases and shines with a gloss finish. It revives paints and gives a deep shine without the need for water. Ideal for application between two vehicle washes, it can be used without rinsing. Dries without leaving traces and leaves a shiny and dry protective film. Protects against dust, insects, mud ... Slides water and prevents dirt from sticking.

Shake the product before use. Spray the product on clean and cold surfaces 20 cm (7-8 inch) away from the surface to be treated. Proceed in small areas by buffing the product with circular movements using the specially adapted MOTUL® Car Body Microfibre. Test in an inconspicuous area before initial use. Do not use in direct sunlight or on hot surfaces. Refer to the MSDS sheet and the information mentioned on the spray.
EXPRESS SHINE CC

Revives paintwork and varnish
Leaves a protective dry sheen
Trigger spray